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The earnings in the Internet
Greetings to all readers of the blog Today we will talk about how to write seo article not just the text
you would like your readers and optimized for search engines content or seo text. Today's article will
be useful for beginners that has recently launched its website and began to publish their materials in
the hope to conquer the world search the Internet in anticipation of quick money. What is a normal
desire inherent in any sensible person, and this can only applaud and be happy the main thing that
your enthusiasm is not lost as quickly as it lit up when creating your project. Therefore, in order to
quickly conquer the tops of search results you must ﬁrst learn to write not only beautiful and readable
texts but the articles should be optimized for search engines. After all, if you do not pay attention, just
scribbling the publication of the soul and its readers then you will be quite diﬃcult to become the top
issue unless you are not widely known a person and normal average user. Very often, beginners
wonder maybe not in public but in my head itching is one and the same idea so I kind of try to write
interesting articles and visitors like there was no and no or so few of them that even a wolf howling
But the thing is what search engine is primarily a heartless and a stupid car, though created not
stupid people. But it is without the mind and emotions with feelings she does not perceive her need
algorithms. Today we will learn how to create these algorithms in order to successfully move to the
top of search results i.e., will learn to write seo text to the machine found our seo article the key
phrases we need and that we promote wanting to convey information to users. Since the blog I have
on wordpress and respectively disassemble we will be writing seo articles on the CMS using the admin
area of the blog. The principle of writing any seo text is the same and all necessary manipulations you
need to make no matter what your content management system CMS. Although coming up with title
before writing seo articles it does not matter maybe you will come up with a brilliant idea during the
writing of the text. And it is possible to sit all day contemplating a decent intriguing title for the article
but did not begin to write the seo text. To do this, go to the Yandex wordstat someone uses Google
AdWords and pick the right keywords for us. Read about it in articles How to choose keywords
Competent selection of keywords They discussed in detail how to select the right keywords for future
seo notes. This title unlike
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